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Abstract
In regression analysis, outliers are frequently encountered. Diagnostics of outliers is an essential tool of the model building
buildi
process. Most of the time analysts depend on ordinary least square (OLS) method without identifying outliers. It is evident
that OLS utterly fails in the identification of outliers. In this paper, we use diagnostics techniques to detect residuals and
influential points in statistical models for binomial the response. Gauss
Gauss-Newton
Newton and likelihood distance methods were
considered to identify
dentify the outliers in parameter estimation in non
non-linear
linear regression analysis. The results illustrated single
and multiple outliers in dataset.
Keywords: Residuals, logistic regression, log
log-likelihood distance, hat matrix, non-linear
linear regression models, 2010
2
Mathematics subject classification (62J99, 62J02, 62F99, 62J20, 62G05).

Introduction
Binomial response is a method in which the dependent variable
Y is the outcome of a sequence of a binomial trail, on the other
hand a line of one of two consistent disjoint results (expressed
as 1 for “success” and 0 for “failure”). In the binomial respons
response,
the possibility of success is linked to the independent variables
(explanatory variables). Binary regression molds are equivalent
as the discrete choice models. There has been vast advancement
of diagnostics degrees for binomial the response model adapt
adapted
by (ML) maximum likelihood. Whilst there is a testimony that
likelihood inference, minimum chi-square
square estimates, case
deletion, likelihood distance and Hellingger distance estimates
have beneficial asymptotic and tiny random sample
characteristics in a bit frames, and there was no printed trail to
enlarge diagnostic techniques placed on these, or in other
estimation techniques1.
In general, the Binomial response models are usually delineated
in points of GLM (generalized linear model), a trail to
generalize different linear regression model2,3. In the binary
regression model, nevertheless, apportion with the latent and
error inconstant mutable and suppose that the selection itself is a
haphazard variable with a linked function. Moreover, this
process
ss converts the normal value of the haphazard variable into
a value, which is prophesied by the linear predictor. There has
been introduced that the two are similar, in the situation of
binary superior models: i. Link Function compared to the
quintile function
tion of distribution of the error inconstant, ii.
inverse linked function to the CDF (cumulative distribution
function) of the error inconstant. Suppose that first case of
ungrouped binary response is denoted by [0, 1]. When the
relationship among and is unknown the parameters is linear,
the framework is that of the classical linear mixed model. In this
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case, Bayesian inferential technique is providing satisfactory
hierarchical linear model4,5. There have been some backgrounds
studies about the hierarchical
chical linear model6. In practice, the
outliers may additionally occur for various reasons including
gadget mistakes, the discrepancies in statistics transcription and
a few different cases7. The idea has been, adopted in light of the
previous studies to expand
xpand some strategies for the detection of
outliers’ indifference among situations8. For instance, the idea is
to rate the influence of outlier, which is based entirely on the
difference between two log-likelihood
likelihood feature with their
maximum likelihood estimates
mates the use of the whole facts set
with ability outlier (CHO and Tse)7-9. The results of the test
statistics may be asymptotical as compared to a
distribution
(Cook and Weisberg)10-17. Diagnostics techniques needs
iterative assessment of MLE, and one-step
one
approximations that
are normally enough to understand the foremost critical
instances.
In this study, we aim to signify residuals facts points in models
for binomial response data and parameters estimation. Further,
we present a graphical and diagnostics approach that determine
the impact of the estimation technique on the parameter
estimates. We have used Gauss--Newton and log-likelihood
distance technique with few useful examples for parameters
estimation and single and multiple outliers’ detection. The
conclusion is presented at last.

The models and the parameters estimation
The generalized
d linear models with the regression analysis are
based on likelihoods. We have described the fundamental
inferential appliances for parameter estimation the goodness of
fit tests and hypothesis testing, since more specified material on
model checking and model
odel choice. The likelihood technique
1
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interest’s grounds of statistical inference and they are often
entreated in arguments about exact statistical reasoning.

Let us suppose that ( | ) is conditional distribution for
given the unknown parameter . For observed data, = , the
function ℓ( ) = ( | ), is determined as a function and it is
known as likelihood function.

Given that the random sample , … , , …, mutually with the
covariates , … , , . . ., on the other hand the design vector
, … , , …, is maximum likelihood estimator of the
unascertained parameters vectors
in this model ( | ) =
= ℎ( ́ ) is obtained, by maximizing the likelihood
estimation16. To deal the cases, of particular data ( = 1 … )
and the grouped information ( = 1 … , ) concurrently. We will
exclude
as the maximum limit summation indications.
Consequently,
sum
total
may
series
over
from 1 to or 1 to and the weights # , have to be the set
for the
similar to 1 for the particular data and similar to
grouped data.

Assumed that the parameter scale $, is already given. In as,
much as $ emerges as a part in the likelihood estimation, it will
be possible to set $ = 1, in this situation without damage of the
generality assuming that we are only curious in a point estimate,
= ℎ( ́ ) and the variance function,
of . Only the mean,
are then accurately determined, so that one has to begin with the
appearance for the score function, %( ) as an alternative of the
log-likelihood &( ).

To prevent supplementary complexities representing parameters
identifiability, it is presumed at this time on that the “splendid”
design matrix.

' = ( , … , , … , )( Has (full) rank ),
On the other hand, equivalently,
∑

́ = '(' Has rank ).

For binomial scaled responses, i.e., the relative frequency + in
addition to repetition number here we have
& (, ) =

( + log, + (1 − + ) log(1 − , ))

So, inserting the mean composition
provides
& ( ) = & (ℎ(

′

)

= ℎ(

′

) eventually

According to the log it model
&( ) = ∑ & (ℎ(

′

)

(1)

The score function indicates how sensitive a likelihood function
(&( ; ) is to its parameter . %
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( )=∑

234 (5)
25

(2)

The equation (1) shows the log-likelihood function and the
equation (2) demonstrates the score function with response on
the 6ℎ individuals.

In case of nonlinear regression 7 ∼ 9(0, Σ ) then the on the
parmeter of the observation information matrix −;<( ), score
function ;=( ) and the fisher information matrix >( )
respectively. The other iterative approaches have applied, to
solve the likelihood equation1.
Moreover, the NewtonRaphson18 approach obtained from Fisher scoring, if the
expected information ?( ) changed by observed,
information ?@AB ( ). Computational, of nonlinear least square
estimate the need to apply the iterative numerical set of rules.
;=C D E = 0, We may additionally use the Taylor19 expansion at
the point F .
G

= ;( ) + [−;<( )]J ;=( ),

= 1, 2, …

(3)

Until L G − L < N, N is an advance constant value. G will
converge to D under some regular condition and, the pace of
convergence will depend on the choose value of @ .

Statistical diagnostics for models for binomial
responses
Diagnostics techniques for assessing, the fit of classical linear
regression models are commonly or ordinarily used2-11. Almost,
all these tools based on hat matrix, case deletion measure,
graphical, and a presentations of residuals12.
A general approach to influence: The methodology, of local
influence has a few circumstances13. It is pulling in, as it take
into account for computing the influence of a solitary
observation, additionally evaluation of the impact of numerous
observations. Persuasive observations are firmly associated with
high use perceptions/observations and outliers14. A more
profound comprehension of the diagnostic measures is utilized
to distinguish influential observations can be accomplished
when they are dissected concerning high-use observations, and
outliers11.
The influence measures of the − 6ℎ case on the O; estimate D
can be based on the sample.

Influence cure P>Q ∝ D − D( ) , S ( ) represented the O; estimate
of estimated without the − 6ℎ case. At the same time that
this thought is clear, this might be computationally extravagant
to, carry out since + 1O; gauges are required. This might be
valuable to think about a quadratic approximation of; ;( ) the
probability got subsequent to the evacuating the − 6ℎ case.

;( ) ≅ ;( ) C D E + ( − D )U ;=( ) C D E + ( − D )U ;<( ) ( D )( − D )

(4)

2
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Where: ;( ) ( D ) is the gradient vector with V − 6ℎ element
W;( ) ( )/W Y estimated = Z.

If −;( ) ( D ) is positive definite the quadratic approximation is
maximized at,
D( ) = D − (;<( ) ( D ))J ;=( ) ( D )

(5)

;[ = 2\;C D E − ;C D( ) E]

(6)

;[( ) = 2\;C D E − ;C D( ) E]

(7)

Log-likelihood distance ;[ as
On other hand, using the one-step estimator,

It has easily observed to be the general class with 6( ) = ;( ),
and ;[( ) is not essentially a component of simply the sample
impact bend for . The proportions of ;[ and ;[ may
likewise be illuminated in the terms of the asymptotic certainty
region.
{ : 2\;C D E − ;( )] ≤

(a; b)}

(a; b) is the upper a purpose of the chi-square
Where,
distribution, with b d , e d b is the dimension of . Loglikelihood distance can accordingly, be aligned by correlation
with the
(b) distributions.
If the log-likelihood shapes are roughly, elliptical then ;[ can
be conveniently approximated by Taylor expansion of ;( D( ) )
around D ,

;( D( ) ≅ ;C D E + (

()

− D )U ;=C D E + ( D( ) − D )U f;<C D Eg C D( ) − D E

And, seeing that ;=C D E = 0,
;[ ≅ ( D( ) − D )U f−;<C D Eg C D( ) − D E

(8)

A particular approximation can be acquired by supplanting the
observed data, −;<C D E in equation (4) by the expected
information matrix, estimated at S .

Logistic regression and generalized linear models: The
output variable only takes on value ∈ (0,1) for binary

classification, we need a different way of representing f g so
j
that the range of ∈ (0,1). One convenient form to use is the
sigmoid or logistic function15. Let us suppose a vector valued
input variable = C , . . , k E. The logistic function is P formed
and approaches 0(e% → −∞) 1 (e% → ∞).
i

Suppose a sample m U = ( , , … , n ) of free, irregular factors
to such an extent that
is binomially disseminated o( Y , )Y )
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with Y known and )Y obscure. The logistic regression, model
indicates the relationship,
Y

= logitC)Y E = lo g q

kr

Jkr

s=

U
Y

,

V = 1,2, … ,

(9)

Where,
, , … , n are )′ − tuv6 % of illustrative, factors
and
is an obscure parameter vector. In such model’s
estimation of is ordinarily, a noteworthy concern.
The log-probability for w =
is,
;(w) = ;( ) = ∑nYz [ YU − eY C

U
x

E + yY C Y E]

(10)

Where: eY ( ) = Y log [1 + exp( )] and yY ( ) = logCn~r E. The
maximum likelihood estimates D of is usually found applying
Newton’s method. Using different notation defines )̂Y =
S be a × diagonal
expC YU D E /[1 + expC xU D E] and let €
matrix with V − 6ℎ diagonal Y )̂Y (1 − )̂Y ). Also suppose %̂ be a
− tuv6 with V − 6ℎ element %̂Y = Y − Y )̂Y . One can show
that,
;=( ) (ŵ ) =

U
( ) %̂( ) ;

;<( ) (ŵ ) = −(

U S
( ) €( ) ( ) )

(11)

By using (10), finally we get this equation,
D( ) = D − (‚

ƒ„
S ‚)…† ‚4 ‡D4

J‰̂ 44

(12)

Where: t‰
is the
− 6ℎ diagonal element of
†
†
U
J
U
S‹ ( €
S )
S ‹ . Pregibon20 discusses, the accuracy
ŠZ = €
€
of this one-advance guess and presumes that component wise,
the estimation will in general think little of completely iterated
esteem yet this
might be insignificant for recognizing,
compelling cases.
D − D( ) can be
Measures, for the distinctions D − D( )
determined applying circular approximation probability removal
or alteration in fitted esteem vectors as talked about beneath.
Following Pregibon20 we will allow for these to characterize, an
influence for
;[(Œ Y) ( ) = ( D − D(Œ Y) )U (−;<C D E . C D − D(Œ Y) E

(13)

We give extension for log likelihood distance ;[ for binomial
response data.
One case of likelihood distance
;[ Y = 2[;C D E − ( D( Y) )]

LD‘(••) (β) = (βZ − βZ‘(••) )“ (−L<CβZE . CβZ − βZ‘(••) E

(14)

Putting the value of D − D( ) in equation (12) leads to the form,
3
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;[(Œ Y) (

)=”

qJ

•–(—)
s
•—′

…†

š′ —
™ 4
′
œ~4r
š′ —
†›™ 4

∑4r i4r ˜ J
J‰̂ 44

U

• −

2B(5)
25′

”

qJ

…†
•–(—)
s ∑4r i4r ˜
•—′

J‰̂ 44

J

š′ —
™ 4
′
œ~4r
š′ —
†›™ 4

•

(15)

Herein, we consider a bio-exponential
exponential characteristic to calculate
Gauss Newton method,
exp 0

Multiple case of likelihood distance,

;[ = 2[;C D E − ( D( ) )]
‘
‘
LD‘(•) (β) = (βZ − βZ (•) )“ 0L<CβZ E . fβZ 0 βZ • g

(16)

LD‘ • β

Ÿ β
Ÿβ′

žJ

”

…†

¡

¥′ β
¤ £
œ¦′
¥′ β £
†›¤ £

∑£§ ¢£ ˜ J
J¨
©££

“

• 0

ª« β
ªβ′

Ÿ β
Ÿβ′

žJ

”

…†

¡

¥′ β
¤ £
œ¦′
¥′ β £
†›¤ £

∑£§ ¢£ ˜ J
J¨
©££

•

Table-1: Rat data Source: Wesiberg (1990α)17.
X 1 Body
X 2 Liver
X 3 Relative
Y
weight (g)
weight (g)
dose
0.42
176
6.5
0.88
0.25
176
9.5
0.88
190
176
200
167
188
195

9.0
8.9
7.2
8.9
8.0
10.0

1.00
0.88
1.00
0.83
0.93
0.98

0.33
0.38
0.27
0.36
0.21
0.28

176
165
158
148
149
163

8.00
7.9
6.9
7.3
5.2
8.4

0.88
0.84
0.80
0.74
0.75
0.81

0.34
0.28
0.30
0.37
0.46

170
186
146
181
149

7.2
6.8
7.3
9.0
6.4

0.85
0.94
0.73
0.90
0.75
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exp 0

,

-

,….

2B 5 J
25 ′

±

∑

²1 0

³ š4 —
′

¯

š —
G³ 4
′

¯

´

′

-

¹ 0,

/ 10

(18)
/

(19)

(17)

Example-1: We examine the information in the below Table-1
that taken from a study reported by Weisberg (1980
(1980a)17. In an
examination to explore the measure of a medication held in the
liver of rodent, 19 rodents were arbitrarily chosen, gauged, put
under light ether anesthesia and given an oral dose of a
medication. The portion a creature got was resolved as around
40mg of the medication per kilogram of body weight, since liver
weight is known which is emphatically
hatically identified with the body
weight and it was felt that huge livers would assimilate to a
greater, extent a given dose than littler organs. After a settled
length of the time, each rodent was yielded, the liver weight,
and the level of the dose in the
he liver was resolved.

0.56
0.23
0.23
0.32
0.37
0.41

¬

We observe Gauss Newton method,
′ ¯
′ ¯
D ®G
∑
& u ~45 0 log 1 / u ~45
°0

Finally, substituting into (12), this form becomes

/

Figure-1a: Plot for the table-1
1 under the model (19).
We are using MATLAB, to solve this problem. Here, we chose
the initial values of , @ H0.11
11, 0.20,0.40, 0.50I, after five
iteration we get D H3.70, 5.10
10, 7.40, 7.09 I. Which can
G
be satisfied under property ¸
0 ¸ M 10J- biexponential
regression feature to compute Gauss Newton. The result of this
estimation of the parameter is primarily
primaril based on 19 responses
for the third subject, which has been given in the above table.

Figure-1b: Plot for the table 1 under the model (19).

We chose the initial values of , @ H0.200, 0.300, 0.500, 0.600I,
after five iteration we get D H1.260, 1.180, 1.20, 1.150I.
Which is satisfied under circumstance ¸ G 0 ¸ M 10J- .
4
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Example-2: We consider 1, we target the second one subject to
detect single case Outlier. Where t is the 0 6 diagonal
U S
S /
S / .
element ŠZ €
€ J U€

outcomes of the evaluation are known as powerful
powe
discourse.
For regression evaluation, detection of outliers could be a very
crucial step. The quantity of writing and research on effect
evaluation for nonlinear relapse models isn’t as monstrous as
inside the straight case. In this paper, we have presented
pre
a
Gauss-Newton
Newton method for parameter estimation and as properly
we worked on rebut version of likelihood distance in single and
multiple cases to detect outlier’s data points for binomial
response data.
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